
2020-03-26  SGM ZOOM Chat

00:17:56 John Magor 1841: I'm leaving my PC for app 20 mins..
00:19:38 John Magor 1841: Hi Pete.
00:20:11 Peter Tippett: Hello. Is this a fincom CC ?
00:21:10 Peter Tippett: Thanks
00:35:33 Peter Tippett: This argument could be used to close all roads
00:39:00 Peter Tippett: You  have described what is happening as exactly as what you worry would happen if data
is available. 
00:40:10 Peter Tippett: I got to step out for a bit.
00:45:00 Martin 1731:  it happened to me last week
00:46:47 Martin 1731:  the breach cam from various digital rector's last weekend and spread to the community
00:47:04 Martin 1731:  various directors
01:00:39 Kristen Joy 1645: where I am the neighbours are 4 foot checking in on each other
01:03:29 Marte 1823:  Hello Everyone
01:04:30 Tania, Marty, Jack, : Hi Jessica where would you like your parcel stored?
01:05:14 Jessica Townsend: HI thanks for picking that up. who ever that is :) 
01:05:40 Jessica Townsend: humm  were safe and can be remembered ? 
01:05:56 Kristen Joy 1645: we have quorum
01:07:10 Jessica Townsend: Kristen's caravan ? 
01:08:17 Wooroomah Crew : It's Tania Jessica, I can put it in Kristens groovy caravan...but I do not think it is locked
01:08:33 Wooroomah Crew : I can leave it in my caravan - it's locked
01:08:36 Kristen Joy 1645: need to go to the modem, brb
01:08:49 David Cruise portable: time  19.37
01:09:42 Peter Tippett: Im back
01:09:48 Jessica Townsend: If you can leave in the yours locked that would be great thankyou. don't think it' that big . 
01:10:21 Aaron 1735:  Is the a SGM we called before we cancelled ConFest?
01:11:15 Wooroomah Crew : yep I can do that Jessica its not big
01:11:40 Jessica Townsend: Much apricated. 
01:11:49 Wooroomah Crew : very welcome
01:11:58 Skye:  I think it was after we decided not to hold ConFest this Easter, Aaron - but I’m not 100%  
   sure that’s when SGM was called
01:12:03 Peter Tippett: 
Number of registered attendess: 6Tonights SGM Meeting Attendance List.Peter Tippett, Kathy Ernst, Scouse 1619, Tania
Morsman, Pen Donovan, Jef Caruss, Susan Helson, Mark Helson, Jack Wells, Andrew Wilkinson, Sony Richards, Vienna, Travis
, Jenni Tarr 1699,

01:12:47 Aaron 1735:  Who’s tenderising meat in the background?
01:13:34 Wooroomah Crew : 

Pen Donovan, Tania Morsman, Susan Helson, Andrew Wilkinson, Trevor Smith, Jef Caruss

01:13:55 Aaron 1735:  Let’s got on with it yo?
01:14:57 Aaron 1735:  Who’s chairing?
01:16:27 Jessica Townsend: I'm not registered Peter ? 
01:17:07 Aaron 1735:  Coral are you on a mobile device?
01:19:36 John:  Agenda
   Acknowledgement
   Minutes of previous AGM
   Motions to be voted on
Close
Motion 1:
That a work group be authorised to review receipts to check compliance with the use of DTE funds
for the proposed purpose.
to identify items that may qualify as assets of the Co-op.
The work group will have unrestricted read only access to the Co-op's XERO cloud accounts and
associated documents.
The work group will be composed of Active members who qualify as voting members of the
Organising Committee and the Confest Committee.
The work group can form and commence as this motion is passed.
Proposed by David Cruise, supported by Steve Poynton and Denise Banville.

Motion 2:
That the ConFest Committee be authorised to appropriate an additional $85,000 for the financial
year ending 30 June 2020.
Proposed by Kate Shapiro, supported by Troy Reid and Grant Waldram.

01:21:40 Peter Tippett: http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php
01:23:30 Wooroomah Crew : jack wells
01:23:54 Wooroomah Crew : Mark Helson
01:24:10 Aaron 1735:  @ Woorooma - could you please list your attendees in your Zoom name.  That would be  



   tremendous
01:25:37 Aaron 1735:  @ Meeting - can we please mute audio when not speaking to help with audio clarity
01:25:45 John:  Pen Donovan, Tania Morsman, Susan Helson, Andrew Wilkinson, Trevor Smith, Jef  
   Caruss , jack wells 
Mark Helson @ Woorooma
01:25:51 Wooroomah Crew : yes Aaron

01:26:03 Peter Tippett: 
Number of registered attendess: 20Tonights SGM Meeting Attendance List.Darren Geraghty, Marte Kinder , Donald , skye a.k.a.
Suzen , Caryn Kettle, Trevor Pitt, Peter Tippett, Kathy Ernst, Scouse , Tania Morsman, Vienna, Sony Richards, Andrew Wilkinson,
Jack Wells, Mark Helson, Susan Helson, Jef Caruss, Pen Donovan, Travis , Jenni Tarr,

01:26:03 Peter Tippett: http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php
01:26:10 Aaron 1735 (chair): @ Woorooma - ta
01:26:48 Marte 1823:  Marte Kinder
01:26:49 Peter Tippett: Click the link and enter your own name
01:26:53 Wooroomah Crew : Trevor Smith , Tania Morsman, Mark Helson, Susan Helson, Pen Donovan, Jef Caruss,  
   Jack Wells, Andrew Wilkinson
01:28:00 Peter Tippett: http://data.dte.org.au/pattendance_feed.php
01:28:26 Kristen Joy 1645: my grade six teacher was Mrs Geraghty, spelling her name was a whole class
01:28:47 Kristen Joy 1645: will never forget it :)
01:29:05 David Cruise portable: 0pen 19.57
01:29:28 Peter Tippett: Agenda can be found at http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php
01:30:01 Scouse 1619: Mine was Mrs, Ratzo

01:30:14 A Human: https://drive.google.com/file/d/11kMAhq6IYhzTeNy8_OGeNdTdWcsGBe71/view?usp=sharing

01:30:31 Peter Tippett: http://dte.org.au/minutes/2020-02-27%20%20%20%20AGM%20%20ZOOM%20Chat.pdf

01:30:34 A Human:  09/01/2020 - SGM
01:30:53 Peter Tippett: This is the last AGM       
   http://dte.org.au/minutes/2020-02-27%20%20%20%20AGM%20%20ZOOM%20Chat.pdf
01:31:27 Peter Tippett: Its only chat not minutes
01:31:40 Jenni T 1699: 9 th january 2020 there minutes to be ratified
01:31:48 Peter Tippett: agm 27/2
01:31:48 Jenni T 1699: For the SGM
01:32:20 A Human:  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1cqa83GcLSJ6bRDG9h7wNs5OPVwvtHRtC/view?usp=sharing

01:32:21 Peter Tippett: AGM 27/2 Only zoom chat. Sorry
01:32:35 Peter Tippett: http://dte.org.au/minutes/
01:32:42 Peter Tippett: Should be there
01:35:02 Aaron 1735 (chair): @ Robin - AoC that I used
01:35:03 Aaron 1735 (chair): We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of country throughout Australia and recognise  
   their continuing connection to land, waters and culture. We pay our respects to their Elders 
   past, present and emerging.
01:36:21 Aaron 1735 (chair): 5th of March was a Thurs
01:36:46 Skye:  Date of ist part of AGM was 5th March  NOT  4th or 6th
01:38:34 A Human:  Attendee List
01:38:35 Peter Tippett: Correct Skye
01:39:52 Kristen Joy 1645: date of 1st part of agm was 27th feb, 2nd part was 5 march
01:40:12 Kristen Joy 1645: 27th was my birthday, noy something I'm likely to forget
01:40:35 Kristen Joy 1645: *not

01:40:58 A Human: 
Aaron ShiperleeAndrew WilkinsonCaryn KettleCoralyn LarkeDarren GeraghtyDarrylle RyanDavid CruiseDeborah
MoerkerkenDonald RoyalJack WellsJefrey CarussJennifer TarrJessica Townsend

01:41:48 A Human: 
John MagorJohn ReidKathleen ErnstKristen Joy TunneyLindy HuntMalcolm MathewsMark HelsonMarte KinderMartin
SchwarzPen DonovanPeter TippettRobin MacphersonSkye FitzpatrickSony RichardsStephen PoyntonSteve GregorySusan
HelsonTania MorsmanTravis MurieTrevor PittTrevor SmithVienna TomaJohn MagorJohn ReidKathleen ErnstKristen Joy
TunneyLindy HuntMalcolm MathewsMark HelsonMarte KinderMartin SchwarzPen Donovan

01:42:12 A Human: 
Peter TippettRobin MacphersonSkye FitzpatrickSony RichardsStephen PoyntonSteve GregorySusan HelsonTania
MorsmanTravis MurieTrevor PittTrevor SmithVienna Toma

01:43:35 Kristen Joy 1645: I'm there twice, but two of me might be a thing to work towards :|
01:45:13 Aaron 1735 (chair): Minutes moved by: Coral Larke



01:45:49 A Human:  Chair - Aaron - Minutes - Robin

Minutes for AGM should be 5th of March

Motion nbr 2 in second meeting did not have a result  - Failed
Scouse send his apologies for AGM

   We only have Business not new business
01:45:49 Aaron 1735 (chair): SEonder: John Magor #1841
01:47:29 Matt 1707:  I've joined the meeting.
01:49:40 A Human: https://drive.google.com/file/d/11kMAhq6IYhzTeNy8_OGeNdTdWcsGBe71/view?usp=sharing
01:49:54 A Human:  9/1/2020
01:53:26 Kristen Joy 1645: hahaha not sure my underwear comment was worthy of minuting

� � ❤01:53:51 Deb Moerkerken (1750 )Darren Geraghty : can I have added that then minutes are f cking awesome. thank
❤   you Tania

01:54:32 Aaron 1735 (chair): @ Robin - the chair acknowledges Jack Wells commendation of Tania Morsman’s work on 
   the minutes of 9 Jan 2020
01:54:49 Kristen Joy 1645: that's a huge piece of work, thank you :)
01:57:25 Aaron 1735 (chair): Mover for the minutes 9 Jan 2020: David Cruise
01:57:35 Aaron 1735 (chair): Seconded: Steven Gregory
01:58:41 Peter Tippett: I just updated the portal so it lists names in alphabetical order
01:58:43 Peter Tippett: 

Number of registered attendess: 25Tonights SGM Meeting Attendance List.Andrew Wilkinson, Caryn Kettle, Darren Geraghty,
Donald , Elisa Brock, Jack Wells, Jef Caruss, Jenni Tarr, Jessica Townsend , Kathy Ernst, Lindy Hunt, Malcolm, Mark Helson,
Marte Kinder , Matt Inglish, Pen Donovan, Peter Tippett, Scouse , skye a.k.a. Suzen , Sony Richards, Susan Helson, Tania
Morsman, Travis , Trevor Pitt, Vienna,

01:58:52 Peter Tippett: http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php

01:59:32 A Human:  @ Robin - the chair acknowledges Jack Wells commendation of Tania Morsman’s work on 
   the minutes of 9 Jan 2020
   Mov - David Cruise - sec Scouse - PBC
   Note attendance Steve Gregory
01:59:49 Lindy Hunt:  i added my self but not there 

� � �02:00:11 Deb Moerkerken (1750 )Darren Geraghty : I’m not on tonight’s list Peter? Deb Moerkerken 
02:03:26 A Human:  Kathys comment at 1:37 minutes - Kathy not responsible for “and more insults………..
02:04:27 Aaron 1735 (chair): https://www.apex.org.au/userfiles/file/Guide-Meeting-Procedure.pdf
02:05:14 John: Motion 1:
That a work group be authorised to review receipts to check compliance with the use of DTE funds
for the proposed purpose.
to identify items that may qualify as assets of the Co-op.
The work group will have unrestricted read only access to the Co-op's XERO cloud accounts and
associated documents.
The work group will be composed of Active members who qualify as voting members of the
Organising Committee and the Confest Committee.
The work group can form and commence as this motion is passed.
Proposed by David Cruise, supported by Steve Poynton and Denise Banville.

02:05:17 Kristen Joy 1645: minutes are to document motions and the result, pbc, pbm or not passed …. no need to
document line by line discussions … discussion about X topic at Y time works well, our audio minutes are available for folks to
hear what was said in the exact words and tone of those who said it … avoiding unnecessary intermediary interpretations is one of
the points of having minutes
02:06:37 Wooroomah Crew : Thanks Kristen
02:06:38 Aaron 1735 (chair): @ Kristen - thank you for the clarification
02:07:24 Kristen Joy 1645: it's just too big a job otherwise, way too big
02:07:52 Aaron 1735 (chair): @ Kathy - your hand is up
02:08:07 Kristen Joy 1645: before xero there was NO access to this info NONE ZIP NIL nothing
02:08:27 Aaron 1735 (chair): As per rule 33.1 (b) The chairperson shall seek speakers with information on the motion.
02:08:33 Kristen Joy 1645:  david may have had a better view, but that doesn't speak to overall transperancy….
02:08:38 Aaron 1735 (chair): I ask FinComm to respond
02:09:04 Peter Tippett: How can we members/OC/CC make sound decisions without information?
02:14:00 Trevor & Caryn : Is this process any different to the role of Fincom?
02:14:32 Kristen Joy 1645:  
there's some things that are clear, alcohol is a NO, but it takes a lot of insight to understand all the odd purchases we make for
our volunteer work, I spent $20 on invisible bra straps... sounds wrong yes? they are transperant so for dropbox and other apps
that scan an photograph docs they do a much better job of giving those apps a clear page boundary than anything else I've seen
… how many odd purchases like that are happening across the whole of the budgets? who has time to go down all those
rabbitholes?
02:14:37 Kristen Joy 1645: anyone?



02:14:50 Wooroomah Crew : Hear Here
02:14:56 Peter Tippett: I think it is about information being available to those that are basically approving the  
   money. 
02:17:28 Peter Tippett: http://data.dte.org.au/ledger/Ledger 1/8/2014 to 31/8/2017has been available and  
   searchable for ages and the world is still spinning
02:18:43 Aaron 1735 (chair): Can someone make me a co-host please?
02:20:10 Peter Tippett: 4 Directors missing?
02:20:18 Trevor & Caryn : According to this motion it is necessary to have voting rights in both OC and CC. Any time 
   either "expires" Zero access needs to be withdrawn. 
02:20:32 John Magor 1841: Very interesting observation Pete - I
02:20:45 John Magor 1841: I'd noticed the absence too.
02:22:08 Kristen Joy 1645: the idea is that the committees can work competently in an autonomous way and report to 
   the board in responsible ways is absolutely what we are aiming for
02:23:32 Kristen Joy 1645: after 15 years of working with confest volunteers I'm already getting news of folks I know  
   who are ill or dead … trying to shame folks who can't attend this meeting in this time is not 
   worthy of our effort.
02:23:46 Trevor & Caryn : What is the process of joining Fincom?
02:24:32 Wooroomah Crew : yes we have noted that 4 directors are not present and nor have they offered and apology
02:24:50 A Human:  just put your hand up trevor and turn up to meetings
02:24:59 Trevor & Caryn : Can interested persons join Fincom and avoid the need for another committee?
02:25:03 A Human:  6:30 tues - thurs
02:25:12 A Human:  absolutely
02:25:55 Peter Tippett: Can Fincom pkease use this V
02:25:57 Peter Tippett: http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/schedule.php
02:26:25 Kathy Ernst:  Yes, but your access to Zero can be terminated if you ask questions.
02:26:53 Peter Tippett: That happens at all DTE meetings Kathy
02:28:12 Kathy Ernst:  Yes, this could be another GM motion overwritten by the Board
02:28:16 Kristen Joy 1645: I know that folks who have abused that access and caused stress to volunteers have had  
   their xero access removed, not heard of it happening to folks just asking questions... who? 
   what questions? when? be precise.
02:28:50 Peter Tippett: ASK TO SEE FINCOMS BUDGET APPLICATION FORM!!!! THE LAST ! OR @ THEY  
   GOT APPROVED> 
02:29:08 Peter Tippett: no figures at all. just a total
02:29:26 Wooroomah Crew : diaphanous/dʌɪˈaf(ə)nəs/Learn to pronounceadjective(especially of fabric) light, delicate,  
   and translucent."a diaphanous dress of pale gold"
02:29:56 Wooroomah Crew : 5 minutes
02:30:02 Wooroomah Crew : :) well done Marte
02:31:26 Kristen Joy 1645: if there are volunteers willing to step up and do this job in a proper and unbiased way then 
   yay, that is NOT the tone that is being set by this convo
02:31:54 Skye:  Here here Robin
02:33:55 Peter Tippett: What the link for budget applications on sharepoint?
02:34:38 Peter Tippett: Why is Robin yelling now?
02:35:55 Steve Gregory: I  would love to join FinCom because in the old days I worked with Cheryl with our Accounts
   under a different but workable system.Currently I am looking for an admin job for obvious  
   reasons.Thank you ............ Scouse
02:35:55 Skye:  thank Aaron - Robin is speaking to clarify FINCOM activities
02:36:29 Aaron 1735 (chair): @ John Magor - next up
02:36:39 Aaron 1735 (chair): Then Coral
02:36:40 Peter Tippett: Can we hear from someone else from Fincom?
02:37:21 Peter Tippett: People can search the ledger and it caused no trouble http://data.dte.org.au/ledger/
02:37:29 Peter Tippett: Now its is locked up
02:37:37 A Human: 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VjyGISKGWl0BpfLJZoyzJD2MBNS0ujsGLfZerxAyhAM/edit?usp=sharing

02:38:19 Aaron 1735 (chair): I’ll remind we have 2 min to respond/comment
02:38:52 Peter Tippett: Good idea John. Everyone has read only. Easier to setup and maintain.
02:38:54 Aaron 1735 (chair): @ John - 1min
02:39:25 Aaron 1735 (chair): @ John - 30sec
02:39:49 Peter Tippett: Tic toc
02:39:51 Skye:  Excuse me for 5 minutes please - I’ll be back
02:40:41 Kristen Joy 1645: IF those people have or are willing to learn the magnitude of the hundreds of thousands of 
   $ of dte expenses and to learn the specific whys of every single purchase ….. this sounds a
   lot like the job that the actual volunteer is doing.... is there no trust?
02:41:09 Aaron 1735 (chair): @ meeting - please pop your hand down after speaking
02:41:13 Peter Tippett:  140 members don't do 3 out of 5
02:41:27 Peter Tippett: many who do 3 out of 5 are not interested in finance at all
02:41:35 Kristen Joy 1645: how many watchers of watcher of watchers do we have, and what of the actual doers?
02:41:54 Peter Tippett: That's a different motion
02:42:02 Peter Tippett: Anticlock maybe
02:43:16 Steve Gregory: I  would love to join FinCom because in the old days I worked with Cheryl with our Accounts



   under a different but workable system.Currently I am looking for an admin job for obvious  
   reasons.Thank you ............ Scouse
02:47:00 Kristen Joy 1645: no memory of this being the norm at all, that's over 13 years of attending meetings
02:47:06 Steve Gregory: Alcohol can never be an appropriate DTE purchase !
02:47:43 Wooroomah Crew : yep I agree Steve
02:47:51 Wooroomah Crew : yep
02:48:21 Peter Tippett: Yes, more eyes less BS.
02:49:07 Peter Tippett: Close all roads because 1 person brokethe speed limit?
02:50:11 Kristen Joy 1645: back before the committees formed properly and we had xero, the board + approx. 8 other 
   members were the entirety of the board and all of the committees, we have a much more  
   open processes now
02:50:56 John Magor 1841: Can we please stop just jumping over one another?Kristen / Robin / David & everybody  
   else - regardless of your point and/or your passion , this affords nobody the 'right' to do so.
02:52:08 Kristen Joy 1645: if you are someone able and trusted to do the work you will have access to what you need 
   to do your job …. what we are dealing with is giving access to spectators looking to justify a
   grudge and I will not support that
02:53:01 Kristen Joy 1645: if folks are genuinely interested in joining fincom and helping to do the actual work,  
   accurately and without bias then yay
02:54:33 A Human:  Anyone who joins income gets access to the process with guidelines about appropriate use
   of the data
02:54:42 A Human:  thin come = fincom
02:54:42 Peter Tippett: THEY CANT!
02:54:52 Peter Tippett: They should be able.
02:54:58 John Magor 1841: Is it possible that someone actively invites David to join Fincom - David, if invited, would  
   you be interested?
02:55:14 A Human:  Dvid was a founding member o fincom
02:55:16 Kristen Joy 1645: the stunning difference between what David did as a director, and what he is pointing  
   fingers at as a former director is a thing to note
02:55:18 A Human:  he never turns up
02:55:25 A Human:  doesn’t help
02:55:25 Peter Tippett: He just had is access removed John. Cant be trusted after how many years as a director.  
   lol.
02:55:34 A Human:  and comes up wth this to undermine it
02:56:34 Wooroomah Crew : i (Tania Morsman) love you Scouse <3
02:56:45 Peter Tippett: That a work group be authorised to review receipts to check compliance with the use of  
   DTE funds for the proposed purpose. to identify items that may qualify as assets of the  
   Co-op. The work group will have unrestricted read only access to the Co-op's XERO cloud 
   accounts and associated documents. The work group will be composed of Active members
   The work group can form and commence as this motion is passed.
02:57:04 Kristen Joy 1645: functionally, this is a call for more volunteer for fincom? is this an sgm matter?
02:57:19 Wooroomah Crew : what is the ammendment
02:57:23 Wooroomah Crew : amendment
02:57:50 John:  The work group will be composed of Active members.
02:57:51 Peter Tippett: The work group will be composed of Active members . The work group can form and  
   commence as this motion is passed.
02:58:19 Aaron 1735 (chair): Motion amendment: The work group will be composed of Active members.
02:59:00 Peter Tippett: 
That a work group be authorised to review receipts to check compliance with the use of DTE funds for the proposed purpose. to
identify items that may qualify as assets of the Co-op. The work group will have unrestricted read only access to the Co-op's
XERO cloud accounts and associated documents. The work group will be composed of Active members. The work group can
form and commence as this motion is passed.
02:59:01 Kristen Joy 1645: I'm all in favour of structural motions from folks who are doing the actual job, that isn't what 
   this is, is it? are David, denise and Steve actually volunteering for this job? 
02:59:33 Skye:  Excellent observation Kristen
02:59:45 Kristen Joy 1645: I don't think it is passable at an sgm at all, please see above.
03:00:26 Kristen Joy 1645: this is OC business, maybe OC and CC?
03:01:34 Peter Tippett: Who is not an active member?
03:01:41 Kristen Joy 1645: sure, lets just fudge it....
03:04:47 Peter Tippett: 
Motion: That a work group be authorised to review receipts to check compliance with the use of DTE funds for the proposed
purpose. to identify items that may qualify as assets of the Co-op. The work group will have unrestricted read only access to the
Co-op's XERO cloud accounts and associated documents. The work group will be composed of Active members who qualify as
voting members of the Organising Committee and the Confest Committee. The work group can form and commence as this
motion is passed.
03:04:59 Jenni T 1699: my apologies I’ve got to leave the meeting
03:05:17 Peter Tippett: I was only assisting
03:05:35 Skye:  Bye Jenni
03:05:36 Wooroomah Crew : bye Jenni T
03:06:59 Trevor & Caryn : 
Motion 1:That a work group be authorised to review receipts to check compliance with the use of DTE fundsfor the proposed
purpose.to identify items that may qualify as assets of the Co-op.The work group will have unrestricted read only access to the



Co-op's XERO cloud accounts andassociated documents.The work group will be composed of Active members who qualify as
voting members of theOrganising Committee and the Confest Committee.The work group can form and commence as this motion
is passed.Proposed by David Cruise, supported by Steve Poynton and Denise Banville.
03:07:32 Wooroomah Crew : lol
03:08:31 A Human:  Let me point it out again -
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1VjyGISKGWl0BpfLJZoyzJD2MBNS0ujsGLfZerxAyhAM/edit?usp=sharinghere is a link to
purchases over 1000, all someone has to do is ask Fincom for the report
03:08:59 Peter Tippett: Gotta ask, gotta beg, and maybe... just maybe
03:09:54 Kristen Joy 1645: like getting a list of all the meetings we've had out of data.dte
03:09:57 Kristen Joy 1645: ?
03:10:27 Kristen Joy 1645: "gotta ask' /// just for that, step down dumbarse
03:10:38 Peter Tippett: No you don't. Go have a look
03:10:57 Peter Tippett: everything on data.dte is searchable. You want something you cant find I create it so you  
   can find it
03:11:21 Jessica Townsend: Againt,, lagging internet connetion
03:11:30 Kristen Joy 1645: that can't be the best that php can do, seriously
03:11:58 Peter Tippett: You bagging the efforts of a volunteer? Class. How much should we pay India?
03:12:19 Peter Tippett: I could do better. Still waiting on others to find better outsourced 
03:12:34 Peter Tippett: they have been looking for over 12 months. your one of them are you noet?
03:12:36 Peter Tippett: lol
03:12:59 Kristen Joy 1645: will never support paying india at india wages, paying india at aus wages because we don't 
   have vols to do the job, ok, just
03:13:32 Peter Tippett: DTE has. Paid for a line of sql code $800 for spring fest that was not delivered on time. You
   forget already?
03:14:42 Kristen Joy 1645: what committees do and what I support are not always the same thing... confused?
03:17:28 David Cruise portable: ynnnnnynayyayyyynyanayynnyynnyyn
03:17:31 Peter Tippett: 39 votes?
03:18:18 Kathy Ernst:  15 yes 13 no 4 abstain
03:18:56 Peter Tippett: =32
03:19:49 Peter Tippett: David and Kathys numbers are the same and equal 32
03:20:09 Wooroomah Crew :         thank you aderuperers                                                       
03:20:31 Wooroomah Crew : yay
03:20:45 Kristen Joy 1645: like I said before this is a task of encouraging vols for the extra workload, having a  
   managerial group to order others to do the job is not how dte works
03:20:51 Peter Tippett: exhaules - Well done Aaron.
03:20:53 Kristen Joy 1645: who's hand is up?
03:21:18 Marte 1823: Yay!

� � �03:21:22 Deb Moerkerken (1750 )Darren Geraghty : me Deb
03:21:56 John:  Motion 2:
  That the ConFest Committee be authorised to appropriate an additional $85,000 for the financial
  year ending 30 June 2020.
03:22:15 Peter Tippett: Motion: That the ConFest Committee be authorised to appropriate an additional $85,000  
   for the financial year ending 30 June 2020.
03:22:33 John:  Proposed by Kate Shapiro, supported by Troy Reid and Grant Waldram.
03:22:43 Wooroomah Crew : oh my
03:22:44 Peter Tippett: Item by: Kate Shapiro, supported by Troy Reid and Grant Waldram
03:22:55 Peter Tippett: and no Mark
03:23:34 Peter Tippett: Wasn't put to the CC
03:24:32 Kristen Joy 1645: sigh, I'm out, that's all for the even remotely useful parts of the meeting …. good health,  
   good luck, good sense and many good wishes to all, the mourning has started here … love 
   to all.
03:24:50 Wooroomah Crew : well that was overwhelming
03:28:15 Wooroomah Crew : what a lovely and polite meeting <3

� �03:29:34 Deb Moerkerken (1750 )Darren Geraghty : hear here Skye & Wooroomah mob
� �03:32:28 Deb Moerkerken (1750 )Darren Geraghty : feckin flies

03:33:09 Wooroomah Crew : lots of flies here too Deb
03:34:21 A Human:  back in 5 - have to say goodnight to the kid
03:35:59 Wooroomah Crew : i think we have a new song
03:36:16 Wooroomah Crew : lol
03:36:33 Wooroomah Crew : definitely going to go back to the recording to sing the no song

� �03:37:20 Deb Moerkerken (1750 )Darren Geraghty : we should be a rap group
03:37:41 A Human:  back

� �03:37:43 Deb Moerkerken (1750 )Darren Geraghty : rap with ukulele
03:37:46 Wooroomah Crew : aeh yeah ;)
03:37:55 John Magor 1841: rap or crap?
03:38:02 David Cruise portable: nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn

� �03:38:05 Deb Moerkerken (1750 )Darren Geraghty : gangsta
03:38:32 David Cruise portable: time 22.06
03:40:09 John Magor 1841: Good call chair.Thank you.
03:40:13 Peter Tippett: What is the question? Can you type it?
03:40:41 Wooroomah Crew : we have all worked our 24 plus hours here on site at Wooroomah



� �03:42:01 Deb Moerkerken (1750 )Darren Geraghty : that will be only 12 $10 tix then for next ConFest. and only 12
�active members that can vote 

03:42:24 Wooroomah Crew : haha
03:43:38 Peter Tippett: 

http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/rules/search.php?query=active+membership+req

03:43:52 Elisa Brock:  David, try pressing CTRL+PLUS to zoom in
03:44:23 Peter Tippett: or CTRL and scroll wheel
03:46:52 Peter Tippett: Plenty of subcommittees doing finance and shit now to get your hours up and also  
   attending meetings count
03:47:45 Elisa Brock:  Plenty of ConFest teams with work that needs doing between festivals.  
03:48:11 Marte 1823:  24 hr volunteers are not necessarily DTE members
03:48:54 John:  Need to volunteer for 24 hours to stay active. 
03:49:32 Peter Tippett: Yes John. But there are otherways to do that than just at Confest.
03:50:08 Wooroomah Crew : goodnight everyone - sleep so beautyfull that all you can know is bliss XXX
03:50:21 Coral Larke: Goodnight everyone 

� � ❤03:50:35 Deb Moerkerken (1750 )Darren Geraghty : 
03:52:59 Peter Tippett: Let the OC work it out.
03:53:15 Peter Tippett: Can we close this and do the OC?
03:56:30 Peter Tippett: That was wrong that last bit.
03:56:56 Peter Tippett: It is not the SGM s role. Why insist on this?
03:58:25 David Cruise portable: meetng close   22.27
04:01:36 Marte 1823:  Is there an agenda for OC?
04:01:50 Peter Tippett: Only 2 items.
04:02:12 Emma Bennett: hey Peter you chair it
04:02:22 Skye:  Sorry Folks - can’t stay for this :(
04:02:31 Skye:  Goodnight All
04:03:06 Peter Tippett: 
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04:03:17 Peter Tippett: Wrong Lindy
04:03:17 Marte 1823:  Do we have a quorum?
04:03:59 Peter Tippett: easy quorum
04:04:09 Peter Tippett: need 10
04:06:04 Peter Tippett: You can help by loging your attendance and also see the agenda here   
   http://data.dte.org.au/meeting/current_meeting/portal.php
04:06:12 Peter Tippett: Anyone can.


